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Tanks off to war - Homebush 1943. State Records. 

Overview 

I didn’t know a lot about what happened with the Railways over the six years of World War 2 

(WW2). The little I had read was that their infrastructure was totally worn down during the conflict. 

Entities like the New South Wales Government Railways (NSWGR) had an enormous backlog of 

maintenance and renewal work to catch up in the later forties and early fifties accumulated from the 

Great Depression and WW2. The Victorian Railways embarked on a massive renewal project called 

Operation Phoenix in the early 1950s after an inquiry found that the system would be totally 

dysfunctional within a decade without significant system rehabilitation. 

So, what did happen with the railways in WW2? 

Well certainly what was different from peacetime was that railway systems, such as the NSWGR, had 

to manufacture and assemble a wide variety of defence equipment, using skills and tools usually 

employed for building and repairing locomotives and rolling stock. During the War, the NSWGR 

made machine tools, jigs and gauges; shells; radar antennae; tanks; aircraft parts; gun barrels, 

shields and brackets; military and hospital tents; collapsible canvas water tanks; haversacks and kit 

bags; gun covers and over 4,000kms of rope. Yet the NSWGR still had to maintain its locomotives 

and rolling stock, expected to perform well beyond peacetime limits, while building and modifying 

wagons to transport military supplies. 

 



 

Beaufort Torpedo Bombers being assembled at Chullora Railway Workshops in 1942. 

Source: State Records. 

State government and private engineering firms, co-ordinated by the Federal Government, worked 

together to meet Australia’s defence needs and create mass production, on a nation-wide scale. The 

military materials and articles required a higher degree of complexity and accuracy than had ever 

been attempted in Australia. While the railways were not structured to carry out this sort of 

collaborative effort, they did their best in the circumstances especially when the War moved to 

Australia’s doorstep. 

The Lead-up to War 

The official history of WW2 doesn’t hesitate to state frankly that: “Between the end of the war of 

1914-18 and the Imperial Conference of 1937 it is not easy to find any evidence that Australians had 

any conception of the economic implications of a new war.”  

From 1937, all the signs were there of Hitler’s intent and Japan’s hunger for territory and resources. 

Yet despite many warnings, Australia remained relatively unprepared for war in 1939. On the eve of 

the declaration of war, Australia had a permanent army of less than 4,000 personnel. Its peacetime 

militia numbered about 80,000 men; mainly civilians serving on a part-time basis. Still, the few 

preparations for war from 1937 onward till the conflict broke out in 1939, saw the railways of 

Australia as a key component. 



Coming out of the severe effects of the Great Depression, the NSWGR in particular, was in no great 

shape to fulfil its normal tasks let alone the enormous pressure of what became ‘Total War’.  

Australian military planners only foresaw ‘Total War’ as involving similar preparations to those made 

for the Boer War and World War 1. In the main, they envisaged sending troops overseas to fight with 

Great Britain against an enemy on fronts far away from the Australian Homeland supported by the 

Royal Australian Navy and a miniscule air force.  

In the first few years of the WW2 this seemed to hold. However, after the coordinated strategic 

Japanese attacks on Pearl Harbour, Singapore and then Darwin, Australia military planners were in a 

massive state of shock and so was the population and Commonwealth and State Governments.  

Even before the outbreak of WW2, senior officers within the NSWGR were unnerved by the course 

events were taking in Europe with Hitler leading Germany and to the North, Japan flexing its 

muscles. They knew that Australia was vulnerable at sea with its exports and imports and with the 

extensive coastal trade in coal and iron ore between the steelworks in Newcastle and Port Kembla 

and the ore mines of South Australia.  

 

The Newcastle Steelworks and railyards were a prime Japanese target in WW2. Source: NSW postcards. 

Most industry around Australia depended on coal as did much of the population domestically. The 

largest supply and the best coal was in NSW, especially around Maitland and Cessnock where there 

was a dense network of public and private rail lines. Aside from the railways in NSW, other states, 

especially Victoria and Tasmania, were dependent on regular uninterrupted supplies of coal from 

the Port of Newcastle to function, a port the Japanese had been spying on since the 19th century. 

With the lack of oil fields, Australia was deficient in petrol and diesel fuel, leaving the overseas 

supply lines for powering motor vehicles and planes highly vulnerable. Trains such as the Silver City 

Comet and railmotors were also open to interdiction of their oil supplies at sea. The realities of war 

started to bite when Britain applied pressure on the Australian Government to reduce petrol 

consumption in order to assist with Britain's foreign exchange problems. For a country that was 



entirely dependent on imported petrol, Australia did not have sufficient petrol storage to carry it 

through any long-term disruption to supply. As a result, at the start of the War Australia had 

sufficient petrol for only three months' normal consumption. 

 It was obvious that the steam railways would be the core of civilian and military transport in war. 

Aside from this general awareness, as far as any detailed planning was considered, the feeling was 

that it could wait – almost ‘she’ll be right mate’. What planning that did take place, was more 

focused by the Defence Department in identifying railway workshops that could be turned to 

munitions production and other tools of war like planes and tanks. 

 

Machine gun carriers at Chullora Railway Workshops. Source: State Records. 

The 1937 Imperial Conference 

Australia had placed itself in a dangerous position defence-wise through the 1930s. It had relied on 

British manufactured goods so heavily that Australian manufacturing remained underdeveloped, 

leaving the country without a firm economic base approaching WW2. The conservative governing 

United Australia Party (UAP) trusted in the policy of imperial defence under the now shaky umbrella 

of Great Britain, and it saw spending on local defence as a horrible waste in a time of economic 

hardship. During the depths of the Great Depression defence spending was only 0.61 per cent of 

GDP in 1932-33 and by 1937-38 it had only increased to 1.09 per cent. 

In these times, when it was said that the sun never set on the British Empire, the 1937 Imperial 

Conference was held in London in June that year, to coincide with the coronation of King George VI 

and Queen Elizabeth. It was the last meeting of British and dominion prime ministers held before 

World War 2. Defence was a key topic with the rise of Hitler’s Germany. After serious fears of war 

were raised at the Conference, Australia began to accelerate its slow process of rearmament with a 

wary eye on the Japanese too. Australians had long-feared Japan, despite being allies in WW1. 

With strong rural exports as the political base of conservative UAP governments, most Australian 

war planning focused initially on discussing how wheat, meat, butter, eggs, sugar, dried and canned 

fruits would be supplied to Great Britain. At this early stage, the necessity to prepare for large-scale 



storage of products normally exported appeared urgent because of the naval view that if Japan 

entered the War at its beginning, Australia must prepare for a complete dislocation of shipping. 

However, the planners assured the Federal Government that the dislocation would probably last 

only for two months, requiring the railways to step in to relieve the coastal trade. They really 

underestimated the Japanese. 

Only months before the outbreak of the War, the Australian and British Governments reached 

agreement that the whole Australian wool clip would be purchased by the United Kingdom for the 

duration of any war. This would have implications for the railways in cartage to port as the British 

forces would urgently need copious woollen clothing for fighting in the approaching Northern 

European Winter.  

In the official dossier of pre-war planning, called the Commonwealth War Book, the NSWGR had 

warning of what would be required but also realised that it would be unable to fully deliver with the 

preparations so far. There was a sense that that it would just muddle on through like a lot of other 

organisations and state railways. We were after all part of the mighty British Empire – what could go 

wrong? 

Arising from the 1937 Imperial Conference, a scheme was adopted that provided for 21 armament 

annexes associated with State Government undertakings, especially railway workshops, and private 

factories to be established should war occur. Major emphasis was placed on the manufacture of 

fighter aircraft with the Defence Department assembling parts made mainly by State Railway 

Workshops. 

Another priority that was pursued was to produce petrol from oil shale at Newnes and Glen Davis in 

Central NSW. However, it was not until August 1940, a year after war had broken out, that the 

production of petrol commenced – a product very much dependent on rail transport. In many areas 

where railways might need relief, roads were fit for only the lightest motor traffic. Even major 

highways had not been constructed for long-distance heavy haulage which was commonly restricted 

by legislation to prevent competition with State-owned railways. 

Human Resources 

Human resources were going to be important to the war effort, so a National Register with a List of 

Reserved Occupations was established. The authorities wanted to avoid a rush of patriotic  

volunteers which could lead to the enlistment of men of special qualifications whose services would 

be better employed out of uniform. Key railway personnel were placed on the reserved list. 

 



 

WW2-style graffiti on a troop train in Victoria. Source: NLA. 

The State Railways were also put on notice that Federal Government control of railways was 

expected to be necessary, if invasion was threatened, as the War was going badly for the Allies with 

Hitler sweeping through Europe and blitzing the UK. Heavy military movements would have priority 

and there would be a need to replace coastal shipping with rail transport.  

Yet in the early period of the War, it was like some of the population were oblivious to the way 

world events were turning. Between March and May 1940, coal miners conducted a ten weeks' 

strike on the crucial Hunter coalfields. About 900,000 tons of coal production was lost, severely 

reducing coal stocks around the country. Industrial disputes were frequent from 1939 to 1942 with 

working days lost in the coalmining industry amounting to 64 per cent of the total for all industries in 

Australia. They represented 91 per cent of the total for 1940.  

A forty-hour week was a long-standing objective of the coal mining union and persistence in a 

campaign at this stage of the War highlighted the way in which several unions continued to think in 

pre-war terms and were disposed to see the conditions of war as strengthening their bargaining 

position. They negotiated as well for war loadings on top of normal pay increases approved by the 

industrial courts.  



 

6th Division AIF troops departing in a NSW Government Railways FS car in 1940, many not to return after 

fighting in the Middle East, Greece and New Guinea. Source: S. Hood at ArtBlart. 

The inherent structural problems of the railways in the War 

There were inherent features of Australia’s railway systems which presented obvious difficulties for 

satisfactory defence transport. Not only did gauges range from 3 feet 6 inches to 5 feet 3 inches, but 

locomotives and rolling stock varied in type and power from one State to another. Further, the load 

to be carried could not be constant either in quantity or weight except over specified lines within a 

single State. When resources had to shifted quickly across long distances from manufacturing and 

population centres to defence outposts, these impediments would dog Australia throughout the 

War and shock and frustrate the American forces from when they arrived. 

Stuck with the multiple gauge system, military planners a year before the War, started moving to 

create additional crossing loops and transfer facilities at border stations like Wallangarra on the 

northern NSW border and Albury and Tocumwal on its southern border.  

Rolling stock would have to be built or modified for military use, and additional telephone 

communications facilities installed to speed up the handling of military traffic. But the States were 

slow to move. While the projects were essential from a defence viewpoint, they had little peacetime 

economic value, so the States would not accept financial responsibility. This attitude resulted in the 

proposals remaining in abeyance until Australia was suddenly threatened. Soon, the work was begun 

and accelerated till completed in June 1940 as the Germans powered ahead. From a military point of 

view, this gave the following track capacities for interstate troop movements: 

 Adelaide-Melbourne-Sydney or Newcastle—via Albury—16 trains per day each way 

 Adelaide-Melbourne-Sydney or Newcastle—via Tocumwal, Griffith and Cootamundra—16 

trains per day each way 

 Adelaide-Melbourne-Newcastle—via Albury or Tocumwal and via Werris Creek—16 trains 

per day each way 

 Brisbane-Wallangarra—12 trains per day each way  

 Wallangarra-Newcastle--8 trains per day each way. (The load capacity of 8 New South Wales 

trains was the equivalent of 12 Queensland trains.) 



As ships were requisitioned by the Navy and the U-boat menace was incurring major Allied losses, 

the accumulation of reserves of coal was now demanded to cover shortfalls and delays. Enemy 

raider vessels and mine-laying were ever-present threats to the ships carrying coal and iron ore 

around the coast to the vital steel works. In August 1940, two general cargo ships had been 

torpedoed, and in November and December raiders and the mines they laid, claimed eleven more 

ships, three of them in the coastal sea lanes which the colliers and the ore ships used.  

The War Cabinet moved swiftly to address major rail bottlenecks with new funding. Defence 

expenditure in 1939-40 reached 4.9 per cent. The steps included accelerating construction of a new 

Hawkesbury River Bridge and duplication of the Main South Line between Cootamundra and Junee.  

The Victorian Goulburn Junction to Seymour section of the Main North-Eastern line in Victoria was 

also a priority as was conversion to a mixed gauge by third rail arrangement of the line between Port 

Pirie and Broken Hill. The Federal Government initially overlooked the provision of funds for new 

locomotives and rolling stock but the States were quick to remind them.  

In the critical Hunter coal industry, which had both private and public rail networks and the coal 

companies owning ships as well, there was a crying need for better collaboration between 

government and the companies and these coal owners and their aggressive labour force borne of 

decades of conflict. 

With the War worsening, and yet Japan hadn’t entered it, there was a need for close coordination 

between work at the coal pits, the movement of trains and the availability of ships at the coal-

loading wharves, where there was very limited provision for storage.  

 

Exchanging the staff on a typical Hunter coal train of the steam era. Source: Dennis Mitchell. 

If ships were not available, coal remained in the wagons, which could not be returned to the mines. 

The mines, themselves, lacked large storage facilities and could be forced to cease production. From 

Newcastle, until the War created shipping problems, the coal moved— even to Sydney only 150kms 

south—by coastal shipping because the ships’ freight costs were so much lower than those of the 

Railways. Elsewhere in NSW, however, the Railways were very heavy carriers of coal. 

To address the crucial problems in the industry, a Commonwealth Coal Board was established. It 

focused on developing Port Waratah at Newcastle to hold 200,000 tons of coal with subsidiary 

dumps planned for Dubbo, Cootamundra, and Port Kembla. The unions were wary of this move as it 

would mitigate the impact of any industrial action. 



Cootamundra was intended to take coal from Lithgow by rail through Blayney and then across 

country through Demondrille and on to Albury/Wodonga to be transhipped into Victorian wagons. 

This wartime innovation was expensive, and for obvious reasons had not been the practice in 

peacetime, but it provided some alternative to coastal shipping. 

Meanwhile, restrictions on road transport through petrol rationing meant that those affected turned 

to the railways. There were growing demands, also, from the munitions program and troop 

movements. But this was all steady as you go – suddenly everything changed with the shock 

bombing of Pearl Harbour.  

This shattering event came to be a symbolic expression of the start of War in the Pacific for 

Australians, although in point of time the landings in Malaya as a bridge head to Singapore occurred 

some hours earlier. It symbolised that, at last, Australia was at war with Japan, the perceived but 

undeclared enemy, an enemy who felt strong enough to challenge the most powerful nation on the 

Allied side.  

The massive attack meant that the United States was, unreservedly, a full fighting ally in the Pacific 

whereas, up to this point, it had only been Britain and its Empire countries. The enemy was powerful 

and in the first dark weeks Japan’s southward advance seemed frighteningly irresistible - the new 

ally’s Pacific battle fleet had been decimated. Suddenly, in 1942-43, Australia’s defence expenditure 

rocketed to 36.8 per cent of GDP. 

 

Chullora Railway Workshops in war production 1943. Source State Records. 



The threat Australians felt was immediate and terrifying. At this moment, Australia stood alone and 

its own efforts would determine whether the final outcome would be defeat or successful defiance. 

To a degree, the nation had experienced two years of breathing space, with its build up in fits and 

starts especially with the crucial railways, despite all the mistakes and bickering. Now it was war in 

the Pacific with its uncompromising challenge, which swept away the barriers and shattered the 

resistances and reservations to going on a Total War footing. As discordant as the railway systems 

were, almost having been constructed by States not to mesh in with their neighbours to prevent 

siphoning of trade – the systems had to be made to work a lot better for the nation’s sake. 

Soon the impacts of the disaster at Pearl Harbour were multiplied with invasion in nearby Papua 

New Guinea preceded by the capitulation of the supposedly impregnable British base at Singapore 

and surrender of tens of thousands of Australian troops. Not long after, the Australia mainland was 

penetrated with the attack on Darwin delivering even more bombs than on Pearl Harbour. Ports in 

north-western Australia were targeted and there were severe naval losses north of Java. The 

Japanese had shown that Total War planning really was a necessity. The Land of the Rising Sun, had 

achieved in three months what it had planned to achieve in six. In contrast, Australia’s war planning 

pace, especially with the railways, looked almost casual. 

The British were stretched to the limit at home and prioritised defending India in the East. It was 

brutally clear that Australia would have to look to America once it could recover from the initial 

Japanese assault. 

 

Renown Aboriginal Sergeant Reg Saunders relaxing with mates before heading off on a troop train in 1943. 

Source: AWM. 

Abruptly, Australia was shaken from its relative torpor and misconception that it was participating in 

a distant war, now it was plunged into near-at-hand conflict. To many, it appeared that attempted 

invasion seemed certain. War supplies of all sorts would have to be produced in much greater 

quantities, to gear up defences, repel the Japanese in Papua New Guinea, prepare for the arrival of 

the Americans and make up for the interruption of the shipping lanes. If the Railways thought they 

were under pressure already, they were now being deluged with multiple new demands. As in many 



quarters, there was fear but not panic in the Railways at all levels, which deepened as the Japanese 

ran rampant. Some felt invasion and defeat might be very near.  

Unbeknown to Australian military planners, while elements of the Imperial Japanese Navy proposed 

invasion of the Australian mainland in early 1942, it was judged to be impossible by the Japanese 

Imperial General Headquarters. The Japanese adopted a strategy of isolating Australia from the 

United States by capturing New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, Samoa, and New Caledonia.   

The first focus for the Allies was on stalling the Japanese advance to buy time for the Americans to 

arrive in Australia in numbers and then to gradually attack the Japanese extended supply lines 

through an island-hopping campaign all the way back to Tokyo Bay. That seemed a long way off in 

early 1942. Still, the regular breaking of Japanese naval codes by the Americans started the ball 

rolling. It enabled them to use their carriers that had been out of port when Pearl Harbour was 

attacked to intercept the Japanese carrier fleet and inflict considerable damage at the Battle of 

Midway as well as shooting down Admiral Yamamoto’s plane, the man who had devised and 

implemented the Pearl Harbour attack. 

However, the immediate reality for Australia was that during the first months of the Pacific War, 

there were barely enough Australian divisions to defend the east coast from Melbourne to Brisbane, 

let alone key threatened centres such as Townsville, Cairns, Darwin and Port Moresby. Only three 

part-time local militia battalions were available to defend the whole of North Queensland. However, 

within weeks the 6th and 7th Divisions were ordered back from the Middle East for Australia’s 

defence. 

Soon too, large numbers of United States Army and Army Air Forces units arrived in Australia in early 

1942, and in March that year American General MacArthur's arrival in Australia after fleeing the 

Philippines was met with relief and jubilation. He arrived after a good deal of train travel which 

totally underwhelmed him when he saw the state of the divergent railway systems.  

As the B17 bomber that had carried MacArthur and his entourage nearly 2,500kms from the 

Philippines approached Australian shores, Japanese bombers from Timor were conducting a raid on 

Darwin, prompting the pilot of MacArthur's plane to continue on his course 50kms southwards to 

Batchelor Field. The General demanded a motorcade to the nearest train station. Unbeknown to 

MacArthur, the nearest train was at Alice Springs, 1,600kms away. The party transferred to two 

Australian National Airways DC-3's and flew to the railhead. 

 



Accident at Strangways on the Northern Australian Railway during WW2.  

Source: John Mannion Collection. 

When MacArthur and his entourage arrived at Alice Springs, the only regular rail passenger service, 

‘The Ghan’, capable of carrying MacArthur's party closer to somewhere that more resembled 

civilization, Adelaide, had departed a day earlier, and it only ran weekly!  

‘The Ghan’ service was notorious for washouts of the track and other delays. A flatcar immediately 

behind the locomotive carried spare sleepers and railway tools, so that if a washout was 

encountered, the passengers and crew could work as a railway gang to repair the line and permit the 

train to continue. This very uncertain service was tolerated because steam locomotives needed large 

quantities of water, and Stuart's route to Alice Springs was the only one that had sufficient available 

water 

Meanwhile, MacArthur sent his staff officers south by aircraft. His wife refused to fly anymore, so 

MacArthur ordered a special train for himself and his family. They travelled nearly 2,000kms along 

the narrow-gauge track to Adelaide in three steam-hauled wooden cars. The journey took 70 hours. 

They sat in a carriage with two hardboard seats running lengthwise along the carriage. The second 

carriage was a diner with a long wooden table. It also had some washtubs full of ice and an Aussie 

army stove. The train had to be stopped to allow the passengers to move from one carriage to the 

next. 

 

Source: ozwar. 

 



 

The monument today in the bleakness of Terowrie break-of-gauge station. Source: Wikipedia. 

MacArthur was shocked at how primitive rail technology and civilization was in this part of Australia. 

Late in the afternoon of 21 March 1942, their train reached Kooringa, 130 kms north of Adelaide. 

One of his staff officers, who had flown ahead, boarded the train. He had bad news for MacArthur 

who had thought that a huge army awaited him in Australia. He was told that there were fewer than 

32,000 Allied troops, American, British, and Australian, in the whole country. There were fewer than 

100 aircraft, many primitive Australian Gypsy Moths, with fabric-covered wings, and propellers that 

have to be started by spinning them by hand. "God have mercy on us," MacArthur whispers. It was 

his greatest shock and surprise of the whole war.   

The train arrived in Adelaide on that evening. Their carriage was then attached to the Melbourne 

Express for the trip East. MacArthur moved into a luxurious private carriage provided by Australia's 

Commissioner of Railway for the broad-gauge trip to Melbourne. 

When they finally arrived at Spencer Street Station, Macarthur was met by a guard of honour of 360 

American troops, an Australian Army band, and more than 6,000 locals. Within days the Australian 

military was placed under his overall command with the American units that gradually arrived. 



 

General MacArthur meets with Prime Minister Curtin at Sydney Central Station in July 1942. Source: ANA.  

Meanwhile, with vivid memories of Pearl Harbour, Australian military authorities were preparing for 

the risk of a possible carrier attack along the East Coast of Australia. However, it was submarines, 

rather than aircraft carriers, that would arrive off NSW. Between 16 May and 27 July 1942, Japanese 

I-Class submarines attacked fourteen merchant ships and a fishing trawler ranging from Port 

Macquarie in NSW down to Mallacoota in Victoria. Seven ships were sunk and 62 seamen killed.  

Equally unnerving, reconnaissance float planes carried by the submarines flew over Melbourne (26 

February), Hobart (1 March) and Sydney (17 February, 23 May and 30 May).  

Immediately following, midget submarines, carried by three of the I-class submarines, entered 

Sydney Harbour on 31 May-1 June and attacked warships and torpedoed the ferry ‘Kuttabul’ used as 

accommodation, killing nineteen Australian and two British naval personnel. In the early hours of 8 

June, submarine I-24 fired ten high explosive shells into Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs for 10 minutes. On 

the same day, over 20 shells were fired by submarine I-21 during a 16-minute bombardment of 

Newcastle. Urban Australians knew that the War had literally arrived on their doorstep and the 

railways would be called on to take an even greater share of the load of the nation’s defence. They 

were immediately called on to ship women and children in vulnerable coastal locations to temporary 

accommodation and billeting well inland. 

So, just when industry had to gear up to meet the need for more coal supplies, more ships were 

being sunk off the coast and the introduction of escorted convoys caused delays in marshalling them 

together and then being reduced to the speed of the slowest ship. Tonnage carried in 1942 was 

almost halved. Until well into 1943, despite authority for faster vessels to sail out-of-convoy, the 

reluctance of crews to sail made convoying a serious handicap. 



 

US liberty ship ‘Starr King’ torpedoed off Port Macquarie in 1943. Source: AWM. 

To complicate the challenge of protecting the sea lanes and relieving pressure on the railways, 

German commerce raiders, including the rogue German U-Boat U-862, operated off the Australian 

coast. During their stay in Australian waters, the German Raiders laid extensive mine fields off New 

South Wales, Hobart and in Bass Strait. Approximately 18,000 tons of shipping was lost from the 

German’s activities and many resources taken up combatting them. Of course, the sinking of the 

Australian navy’s pride ‘HMAS Sydney II’ off Carnarvon Western Australia in November 1941 by the 

German Raider ‘HSK Kormoran’ made military authorities look even more to rail as the alternative to 

marine transport. 

Coal and iron ore were the main sources of concern. The Victorian Railways had eight weeks’ supply 

of coal, Victorian gas works six weeks, and the Commonwealth Railways in South Australia barely 

four weeks. The iron ore to be moved was 200,000 tons a month, yet ships available to the Shipping 

Control Board could carry only 90,000 tons a month. 

At this stage, it has to be stated bluntly that the Railways were obviously ill-adapted to the demands 

of the Pacific War. The most obvious defect was the differences in gauges which necessitated 

transhipment of passengers and freight between the systems. Many vital links were single track and 

of light construction, or with culverts and bridges not designed for heavy traffic or high speeds. 

Rolling stock was inadequate for war demands, not only in quantity but in design—the great 

majority of freight wagons were lightly constructed four-wheel vehicles. Signalling systems were 

mainly manual, another factor restricting train speeds. Outside suburban areas, the average speeds 

were estimated at 25kms per hour on narrow gauge systems and 30kms per hour on standard and 

broad gauge lines.  

Onto these discordant railway systems, struggling with short ages of manpower and coal, were 

thrust heavy and escalating demands. There were greatly increased troop movements, especially 

northward into Queensland, but also to Western Australia, and north from Adelaide to the Northern 

Territory, although the railway terminated at Alice Springs. The Army virtually took over the line.  

 



 

Hospital train at Adelaide River, NT, in 1944 using converted cattle trucks as ward carriages.  

Source: Comrail Drymalik Collection. 

Heading north from Adelaide by troop train was a test of stamina for young men who had boarded 

in high spirits. Many had signed up for what they believed to be an adventure of a lifetime – but it 

was not always a smooth ride in old dilapidated passenger cars and converted cattle wagons.  

 

Servicemen aboard a South Australian Railways carriage on the narrow-gauge line to Alice Springs c.1945. 

Source: State Libraries of SA and Vic. 

Finally, reaching the intermediate station at Quorn on their way to Alice Springs, the men were 

invariably tired and hungry. However, while the local CWA fed them, Army MPs were stationed 

outside the town's four pubs to make sure no troops popped in for a quick beer before leaving town. 



 

Troops travelling in modified cattle wagons on the North Australia Railway. Source: State Library of SA. 

Back in Eastern Australia, munitions and war supplies, as well as normal civilian goods traffic 

followed the same routes. Increasingly, freight was diverted from coastal shipping, not only because 

ships were progressively requisitioned but because Japanese submarines intermittently operated in 

Queensland waters, and to a lesser extent farther south.  

Each of the State railways continued their normal program of construction of locomotives and 

wagons as well as altering rolling stock to meet specific war needs. Some flat-top wagons were 

converted to troop transport and for the carriage of Army vehicles. Some States modified wagons to 

carry heavy defence equipment and munitions.  

 



The launch of the streamlined 38 class locomotives by the NSWGR in 1943 was just as much about boosting 

morale as speeding passenger traffic without wasteful double heading. The paint job and nose earned them 

the nickname – ‘The Grey Nurse’. Source: Pete Kilkburn. 

To handle Army equipment, including tanks, the 3 foot 6-inch gauge lines urgently needed larger and 

stronger wagons than the four-wheel small types which predominated in their rolling stock rosters. 

A new national plan contemplated wagons 40 feet long, capable of carrying a tank of 26 tons, but 

with the wagon weight limited to 10 tons so that axle loads did not exceed those permissible on 

lightly constructed Queensland Railways. In that State, bridges and culverts had frequently been 

constructed with only simple timber supports. In August 1942, the situation was reaching a crisis 

point militarily and on the railways as the new Australian Cruiser Tank rolled off the assembly line at 

Chullora Railway Workshops with more than 2,000 components brought together from 47 different 

sub-contractors. The Federal Government immediately ordered the construction of 1,000 flat-

topped wagons.  

 

Jeeps and trucks ready to roll out of Ryde in 1944. Source: State Records. 

A range of passenger carriages was adapted to providing sleeping accommodation for troops 

travelling long distances. These programs, together with non-railway manufacturing in their 

workshops, e.g. munitions, were straining capacity by 1942. On top of this, in the first two years of 

the War, 100,000 women entered the workforce and by 1943 there were 150,000 US servicemen in 

Australia. This escalated demand for transport on the already overburdened railways. 

With the shortage of carriages and wagons, the flow of goods sometimes overwhelmed the rolling 

stock and its positioning. The Trans-Australian Railway was a particular case. The first two years of 

the War had seen a steady increase in traffic on this line, but this was initially due to the increased 

popularity of a faster service introduced in 1938, and to the gradual restriction of shipping. However, 

before the sudden acceleration of activities caused by Japan's attack in December 1941, plans had 

been made and some work done towards enlarging the capacity of this railway through increased 

passing loops and sidings. 



The structural operational problem was that goods heading West far outweighed those coming East. 

With only a limited stock of wagons on the Trans-Australian Line, there was a tendency of these to 

accumulate at Port Pirie while awaiting the return of trains from the West. Meanwhile the wagons in 

which they had arrived from the East were immobilised. Of course, none of the marshalling yards 

were designed for this sort of pressure. 

 

Troops having a meal stop on the arid Port Augusta earth. Source: Comrail Drymalik Collection. 

Efforts were made to hold up shipments of civilian goods at the point of despatch in Victoria or NSW 

until wagons were available but throughout the crisis year of 1942 the problem continued. In 

September that year, the Trans-Australian Line heading West was closed to all civilian traffic so that 

delayed military traffic could have exclusive use, just as the Northern Australian line had become an 

Army monopoly.  

Still, Australia’s inspiring wartime leader, Prime Minister John Curtin, had a lifelong link with train 

travel. He hated flying and preferred to use the train to travel between Canberra and his home in 

Cottesloe, Perth.  

As his press secretary Don Rodgers recalled: “He liked train travelling, ... and was very proud of the 

Commonwealth Railways Transcontinental Express”. 



 

The ‘Westland’ express running between Perth and Kalgoorlie. Source: john.curtin.edu.au/railway 

After Curtin crossed the Nullarbor on the standard gauge Trans-Australian Railway, he then boarded 

a narrow-gauge train at Kalgoorlie, some 600 kms from Perth. Once in Perth, Curtin who didn’t drive 

and never owned a car, would often catch a local steam service to Cottesloe. In late January 1942, 

Curtin made his first trip to Perth as Prime Minister. How different this travel was from his early days 

of sleeping on hard seats! Now, the Commonwealth Railways provided the luxurious 'Prince of 

Wales' carriage for his use from Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie.  

 

The ‘Prince of Wales’ single bed sleeping compartment set up in daytime sitting configuration in the Prime 

Minister’s car, often attached to troop trains across the Nullarbor. Source: john.curtin.edu.au/railway  

When John Curtin died in office approaching the end of the War, he was buried near the railway line 

along which he travelled so often from his Cottesloe home. Curtin was replaced as PM by a former 

steam train driver, Ben Chifley, to see out victory.  



Earlier in the War on the Trans-Australian with all the pressures of traffic, water supplies became 

exhausted. Throughout the whole of its length of 1783kms, there was not one permanent running 

stream. Supplies of locomotive water were obtained from reservoirs, wells and bores but these 

couldn’t keep up with the rate of extraction as rainfall averaged only 228mms (9 inches) a year. They 

became more and more saline resulting in boiler problems. This situation created more traffic 

challenges as water had to be railed by tanker cars over hundreds of kilometres and pumped into 

overhead tanks. 

 

This meal stop for troops on the Nullarbor shows cattle wagons converted for troop carrying and a Wiles 

cooker in an open wagon. Source: john.curtin.edu.au/railway. 

The Commonwealth Railways was desperate for more locomotive power. It searched for standard 

gauge locomotives through all known channels in Australia but at this time of crisis it was fruitless. In 

desperation, a worldwide scan eventually unearthed ten second-hand superheated 4-6-0 type 

locomotives through the Lease-Lend organisation. Eight engines came from the Canadian National 

Railways and two from the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway in America’s North East. 

However, by the time these locomotives were shipped and commissioned in 1943, the peak pressure 

had passed.  

Even so, the interruption of sea lanes by the Japanese meant that more coal had to be hauled in by 

rail to replenish the expanded number of coal bunkers along the Trans-Australian track. It was like 

the Commonwealth Railways was on a treadmill creating its own pressures just to service the 

additional military traffic. 



 

Troop trains crossed each day on the Nullarbor, sometimes bringing the opportunity for the troops to mix - 

even playing a game of cricket on some occasions. Source: john.curtin.edu.au/railway. 

A second South Australian bottleneck was at Serviceton on the Victorian border. Here facilities, 

which were adequate in peacetime, were overstrained. There was a special problem arising from 

differences in gradient on the two sides of the border. Trains on each side could include, at a 

maximum, unequal numbers of wagons.  

Traffic transhipped at Brisbane to go North into Queensland was an especially urgent problem due 

to the downward thrust of the Japanese. While extensive improvements were fast-tracked, they 

were not completed in time to be of wartime value. Here, the problem was less one of transhipment 

than the fact that the long haul north from Brisbane meant that frequently empty wagons did not 

return in time to avoid a massive build-up of goods awaiting transhipment. Frustratingly, especially 

as it could be a literally life-and-death situation, loaded trains were held at stations as far as 150kms 

south of Brisbane, or even held up as far south as Albury because wagons required were still 

standing waiting to be unloaded in Brisbane.  

Manpower to tranship freight was always a problem. Declared aliens who had been interned, were 

assigned to the work, but goods still accumulated. In March 1942, much to its dislike, but realising 

the desperation of the situation, the Army agreed to raise labour companies for the work. At its 

peak, there were 1600 men working on rail transhipment duties. As late as 1944, 400 Army 

personnel were engaged at break-of-gauge stations transferring not only Army but civilian freight.  

In June 1942, in an effort to assist the transfer of war supplies from the South to the fight in the 

North, movement of freight through Albury was restricted to goods shipped for the Departments of 

Defence, Munitions, and Aircraft Production and other goods classified as first priority. Civilian goods 

and foodstuffs, such as potatoes and onions, even if they were for the Services, were routed off the 

main Sydney-Melbourne line to go the longer route through Tocumwal.  



 

Soldiers detraining at Clapham Junction, Qld, having travelled by troop trains from Melbourne. Source: AWM. 

The growth in freight and passenger traffic brought with it, especially in 1942, a series of restrictions 

aimed at giving priority to the more essential items and travellers. A system of permits was issued. 

From mid-1942, interstate express train services were limited to two trains each way daily on the 

Sydney-Brisbane and Sydney-Melbourne routes. One ran each way daily on the Melbourne-Adelaide 

route and one each way linking Western Australia with the East. The presence of so many American 

troops increased pressure on passenger transport and also caused a huge boost in primary 

production as rural industries rushed to keep up with the new levels of demand for food supplies, 

vying for train slots on the overtaxed lines. 

This system of control over interstate travel did not apply to organised travel by groups of service 

personnel, for which special trains were used. These movements were large and created enormous 

logistical challenges for the railways. For instance, the disembarkation of the 9th Division on its 

return from the Middle East in February 1943, required 31 special trains to depart from Darling 

Harbour, the Sydney port terminal having limited train-holding facilities. The whole operation was 

achieved in 24 hours.  

 



 

Ambulance train at Rosehill Station, 1944. Canberra Railway Museum has some of these cars in its fleet. 

Source: State Records. 

By mid-1944, the pressure of defence traffic, both for personnel and for freight, had fallen 

substantially, partly because the active war had moved North in Asia and ships were more vital than 

trains in General Macarthur’s aggressive island hopping campaign. Also in Australia, the Armed 

Services were being reduced and war production tapering off as the American production lines 

geared up.  

At the same time, as Australia's direct military role in the Pacific War was declining, labour shortages 

forced the Government to reduce the size of the armed forces to boost War production. This 

strategy still kept enormous pressure on the railways in transporting raw materials and finished 

products. 



 

No. 5 Transportation and Movements Office RAAF and the US Liaison Office, Herston, Brisbane. Source: 

Ozatwar. 

As the War moved away from Australia, firms such as Clyde in Sydney, were anxious to secure export 

contracts for their traditional business as railway locomotive and rolling stock suppliers with 

munitions orders falling away. The Commonwealth Government vehemently opposed this. The 

Government was starting to develop its Post-War Reconstruction Program which included 

standardising railway gauges after seeing what an impediment they were to efficient national 

production during the War.  

Meanwhile, more immediate railway programs ran into problems, especially the Australian Standard 

Garratt locomotive project. In August 1942, Federal Cabinet had approved construction of 30 

Australian-designed Garratt engines and within three months increased the number to 35. The 

prime need the Garratt program addressed was the acute shortage of powerful locomotives on the 

narrow-gauge lines. Victorian Railways’ Newport Workshops were the assembly point for the ill-

fated Australian Standard Garratt. However, by the time major technical and operational issues with 

the locomotive were only partially resolved, the need had greatly diminished. An attempt to sell the 

surplus Garratt’s overseas failed as their reputation for being of poor design preceded them. 

 

Australian Standard Garratt – an impressive looking locomotive which failed to live up to expectations during a 

critical time in Australia’s war effort. Source: Bellarine Railway. 



In operation, when the Garratts were moved to Queensland to assist Macarthur’s Forces pushing 

north in the Pacific, many problems arose as axle loads had to be reduced. However, tinkering with a 

problematic design only brought more problems. Bogie frames were prone to cracking because 

weight-reduction measures had made them too weak. Unions complained that redesign had made 

the task of firing the engines so onerous, that 150 kilometres should be the limit for one man. Engine 

crews found operation so challenging that an agreement with unions provided for men to do return 

trips on a different type of locomotive. In the conditions of the day, the extra labour required could 

only be made available by additional overtime and unions were already protesting about its excess. 

Meanwhile, to the South, in the peak year of 1943-44 the NSWGR moved over 13 million gross ton-

miles of freight and 250 million passengers (not including military personnel). 

 

Making cases for 25 pounder shells at Islington Railway Workshops, South Australia.  

Source: weekendnotes.com 

The Victorian Railways (VR) had found itself in a similar position to the NSWGR. It too, had little 

opportunity to properly rebuild from the run-down of infrastructure during the Great Depression. 

Now resources had to be directed towards the War effort with only patch-up work and essential 

maintenance possible. Furthermore, passenger travel had been restricted by the Victorian 

Government, then cut even further due to fuel shortages with pressure on the coal supply lifeline 

from NSW. Economies were made with trains taking longer to travel and buffet carriages removed to 

save weight and staffing. Still, the ‘Spirit of Progress’ kept running at its express timetable between 

Melbourne and Albury carrying priority members of the military, Federal Parliament and the 

bureaucracy, much of which was still located in Melbourne, as was General Macarthur’s 

headquarters for a time.  



 

The Spirit of Progress. Source: Wikipedia. 

The Canberra air disaster on 13 August 1940 when a Hudson Aircraft crashed during the landing 

approach, killing three members of the Australian Cabinet and the Chief of the General Staff and 

four crew, reinforced the preference for travel to Canberra by train. Two other Cabinet ministers 

who had intended to fly to Canberra on the same flight had decided to travel by train instead. No 

one crash in Australian aviation history has ever shaken the corridors of power before like this one 

did. 

 

Remnants of the Hudson Bomber involved in the Canberra Air Disaster. Source: ADF Series. 



In addition to vastly increased traffic, resulting from the need to move men and munitions to the 

war zones, a significant proportion of the capacity of Newport Workshops was diverted to the 

production of war materials ranging from aircraft fuselages, to armoured fighting vehicles, and tug 

boat hulls. VR had also been appointed the major co-ordinating contractors for the production of 

Bren and machine gun carriers and they assembled over 4,000 at Newport and outsourced over 

1,500 to Islington Railway Workshops in South Australia.  

The work of American South Australian Railways Chief, William Webb in leading the rebuilding of the 

railways in that State in the 1920s and building up the Islington Works paid dividends in the War as it 

delivered on wartime contracts for armoured cars, Beaufort bomber aircraft components, and 

munitions, and its work force grew to a peak of 6,300 during WW2. 

 

Armoured cars built at Islington Railway Workshops in South Australia. Source: weekendnotes.com 

In a collaborative effort with Islington producing the centre plane and wings for the Beaufort 

Bomber, Chullora Railway Workshops produced the front fuselage, stern frame, undercarriage and 

engine nacelle. Victoria’s Newport produced the rear fuselage and tail assemblies, tail plane, rudder 

fins and elevator. 

 



 

Transhipping aircraft parts at Albury Yard. Source: NSW State Records. 

Queensland Railways in the War Zone 

In Queensland, a major logistical hotspot of the War, the story was the same with investment in the 

Railways having all but dried up leading into the War. This had major repercussions when Japan 

entered the global conflict and suddenly there was perceived to be a serious threat of invasion. 

There was even talk of abandoning everything north of the ‘Brisbane Line’ (basically the 

NSW/Queensland border) and concentrating the fight on defending the industrialised South-East. No 

matter what the strategy, it was obvious that troops had to be moved north to the War Zone, while 

Australia also became the closest safe supply base for the Allies in the Pacific. 

During the 1920s and 1930s Queensland developed as one of Australia’s important food producing 

regions, especially for sugar, bananas, fruit and vegetables, meat and dairying. However, the 

outbreak of the War saw many rural workers enlist in the services, causing shortages in production. 

During 1943, heavy demand for beef from the growing number of Allied service personnel stationed 

in North Queensland outstripped supply from the region’s meatworks. A rocketing demand for 

canned meat for combat troops accentuated the critical supply situation. Two large Army-operated 

meatworks and cold storage facilities were established at Mount Isa and Charters Towers. However, 

this required large mobs of cattle to be railed from Western Queensland on a rail system stretched 

way beyond peace-time capacity. The frozen beef had to then be transported by rail to Townsville to 

Australian and US forces.  

At Townsville and other coastal areas, the threat from the Japanese had become so great with code 

breaking indicating at one stage that the enemy was planning to mount a 300-plane attack on the 

northern centre, that schools were closed down and many women and children railed to safer 

centres inland or south. 



 

An emotional time with crowds on the platform of South Brisbane Station farewelling soldiers in 1940.  

Source: John Oxley Library, SLQ. 

Meanwhile, the forestry and timber industries were among the first in Australia to be declared 

essential services in an attempt to exempt loggers, saw millers and carpenters from military 

conscription. However, the large enlistment of Queensland bush workers meant that the supply of 

timber from the northern rainforests fell just as demand for defence purposes increased. In the 

middle of the War, this demand was met by the mass production of pre-cut buildings by the 

American forces for bundling together in Brisbane and forwarded by rail to operational areas like 

Townsville for assembly. The Railways Department also placed heavy demands for sleepers. 

Cairns had long been the centre of north Queensland’s timber milling industry. From mid-1942, the 

town’s sawmills and furniture factories operated full-time on defence works. A timber product in 

great demand was three-ply veneer, manufactured in sheets cut from large kauri pine logs from the 

hinterland which were delivered to Cairns by rail. This traffic multiplied several-fold as the plywood 

was used locally in the manufacture of everything from bunk beds and prefabricated huts to barges, 

landing craft and aircraft propellers.  

The danger of the shipping lanes and concentration on rail transport was brought home to the 

Australian population when, at 4 am on 14 May 1943, the brightly-lit Australian Hospital Ship 

‘Centaur’ was torpedoed and sunk off Stradbroke Island with the loss of 268 lives. 



 

The sinking of the Centaur. Source: AWM. 

With large concentrations of troops at military camps throughout North Queensland, there was an 

increased demand for fruit and vegetables. While efforts were made to grow much of this locally, 

considerable quantities had to be shipped from the South by rail even from as far as Victoria. South-

east Australia’s rail system was further stretched, as it was already hauling heavy consignments of 

troops and munitions, as well as non-perishable foodstuffs to Queensland and the Northern 

Territory. As rail transit time from Melbourne to North Queensland was seven to eight days, it was 

challenging for the State railway systems to ensure that fruit and vegetables arrived in edible 

condition. 

Another chokepoint for the Queensland Railways was in sugar production where the over-zealous 

internment of the many Italians in the industry, coupled with an overloaded rail system handling 

other critical demands, held up cane supplies to the sugar mills and the refining of raw sugar. To 

make up for labour shortages in this and other areas of food production in the North, hundreds of 

volunteers who had enlisted in the Women’s Land Army were put on trains and headed North to 

help out in growing food to supply concentrations of up to 90,000 Australian and American military 

personnel.  

From December 1942, the headquarters of the Australian Army in North Queensland was 

transferred from Townsville to the Atherton Tableland. This was only the beginning of further 

pressure on the Queensland Railway network. Soon, a huge schedule of construction work 

commenced in building camps, stores, bakeries, mess kitchens, jungle training facilities, 

entertainment halls, sewage plants, army farms and a war cemetery, most materials having to be 

shipped in by rail. At its peak the region’s new hospital complex included a convalescent depot of 

1000-bed capacity and two general hospital units, each with 1200-beds generating a large passenger 

traffic and use of ambulance cars. 

Meanwhile, in South East Queensland, in 1940 large orders for the manufacture of shells and 

grenade casings were placed with Ipswich Railway Workshops which eventually produced a huge 

quantity of munitions. During its peak, over 3,000 people worked on site, making it the State's 

largest employer.  



The Ipswich Works was desperate for skilled men and soon there were quite elderly volunteers who 

had been boilermakers arrive from Sydney to help out. They had their meals provided by the Works 

Canteen and some temporary accommodation was established around the nearby Roundhouse. 

Once produced, the Railways had the job of transporting the armaments. At the same time, 

Queensland Railways was working flat out handling the increased output of the West Moreton 

coalfield near Ipswich in the production and transport of coal for power generation, metal smelting 

and meeting its own massively increased locomotive demand. 

 

Stacking crates of hand grenades at Ipswich Railway Workshops circa 1942. Source: SLQ Image. 

Further North, with the threat to coastal towns and military depots, enlarged fuel and munitions 

storages were shifted inland to Charters Towers and as far as Hughenden to be beyond the reach of 

Japanese aircraft. However, this put further pressure on the transport task for Queensland Railways, 

coupled with the establishment of large troop training and billeting areas at Kuranda and the 

Atherton Tablelands. 

As a result of these heroic War efforts, the Queensland Railways as with its interstate counterparts, 

ended the conflict in a rundown condition with a huge backlog of repairs that took years to restore. 

The Northern Australian Railway in the War Zone 

If Queensland Railways was under the pump with the pressures of being in the War Zone, the 

Commonwealth Railways running the Northern Australian Railway was under even greater 

pressures. Up until the War, railways existed only between Darwin and Larrimah, south of Katherine, 

and between Adelaide and Alice Springs. The link between Alice Springs and Larrimah was an 

unsealed road. 

While some increase in traffic was expected in 1939 with the establishment by the Defence Services 

of new garrisons and the strengthening of existing organisations at Darwin, no one could have 

envisaged the build-up that would occur after the shock of the start of the Japanese bombing 

campaign in 1942 on northern centres. Even in 1940, rail traffic increased significantly when the 

Overland Road was constructed between Alice Springs and Birdum, joining the narrow-gauge railway 

running up from Adelaide in the South with the narrow-gauge railway descending from Darwin in the 



North. The amount of defence materials conveyed began to accelerate as concern about Japanese 

intentions in the Pacific heighted before the attacks on Pearl Harbour and Singapore.  

While rail operations were expanding, shipping also continued to increase until it reached its peak in 

January 1942. The wharf at Darwin was "L" shaped, and the movement of rail wagons along it was 

undertaken by a steam-driven turntable at the angle. Cargoes were unloaded by casual labour 

employed by the Commonwealth Railways, into rail wagons and were shunted to the Sorting Shed in 

the Darwin Yard for delivery to consignees. 

Towards the end of 1941, military strategists had ascertained that Darwin, and surrounding areas, 

were within range of enemy aircraft, therefore defence preparations were accelerated. The Civil 

Administration arranged for the evacuation of many women, children and those people not 

employed in essential services from the Darwin area. As the atmosphere became tenser, the 

Commonwealth Railways firmed up plans for the transfer of the Railway Administration to 

Katherine, 200 miles South.  

On the morning of 19th February 1942, a large force of Japanese bombers raided Darwin and 

wrought great destruction on ships in the harbour and on the RAAF aerodrome at 6kms from 

Darwin. During the two mass raids on the day, more bombs were dropped on the area than at Pearl 

Harbour by aircraft from the same carrier fleet that had undertaken the stunning attack on the 

Americans. 

During the air strikes, one locomotive standing on the wharf was lost in the Darwin Harbour and 18 

wagons were destroyed. The only break in the main line in this first raid was adjacent to the 

aerodrome. Immediately, all civilian establishments in Darwin were closed and some Government 

Departments moved their staffs inland. The Department of the Army assumed control of the 

Northern Territory, and the section southward to the 20th parallel of latitude (which passes through 

Katherine) was declared an Operational Area. 

Due to the serious disruption of communications following the first air raids, it was necessary to 

divide the railway administration into two sections; one to remain in Darwin and the other to 

transfer to Katherine. For a considerable period, the only means of communication was by the Army 

Signal Service which, of course, was seriously overloaded. The challenges facing employees in safe 

working of trains and locomotives out of Darwin without telephone communication were 

considerable.  

After the first raid, all locomotives in the Darwin area were put under steam, and crews were placed 

on standby. As an urgent priority, civilians, rollingstock and equipment not immediately required 

were shifted inland with temporary workshops established at Katherine. Despite the constant risks 

of return raids, most of the women and children had to be transported in highly vulnerable open 

wagons.  

While the first Japanese air raid was the most severe, another attack a month later, damaged the 

Railways’ Sorting Shed, the Goods Shed and carriage sheds, with one residence and the 

weighbridges destroyed and the tracks in the Darwin Yard broken in eight places. Despite the 

intensity of the bombing in the danger zone, with the railway infrastructure a clear target, the 

Commonwealth Railways staff remained on the job. For a considerable period after the first 

bombing, blackout restrictions were severe, and trains ran at night without headlights for the 

120kms between Darwin and Adelaide River truly testing the courage of the train crews.  



In Darwin, the experienced Japanese pilots knew what they were doing when they successfully 

targeted the Railway Wharf. The only port facility remaining for sea cargoes was the jetty attached 

to the Submarine Boom Depot with a maximum draft of sixteen feet. Shipping traffic was drastically 

curtailed, and most of the military and civilian requirements for the Darwin Region had to be 

conveyed overland using a combination of the lightweight Northern Australian Railway and the poor 

main road.  

Perhaps not unexpectedly, the passenger traffic after the commencement of bombing in February 

1942 consisted almost entirely of military personnel. The peak year for passenger traffic was 1943, 

when over 91,000 passengers were carried while freight loadings reached a peak in 1944. The 

changes from pre-war conditions, leaving aside being regularly attacked from the air, were 

staggering. From the peacetime running of one train a week, the traffic rocketed up to 147 trains per 

week!  

The rolling stock and locomotives that were available were ancient in most cases and far short of 

what was needed for critical tasks at hand. They were barely satisfactory for the light 8-ton axle 

loads of the pioneer standard railway. Some has been in use since the line from Darwin to Pine Creek 

was opened for traffic in 1889 and even then, they were very old used models before having been 

sent to Darwin. 

By October 1943, large airfields and munitions stores had been constructed along the route served 

by the North Australia Railway. Meanwhile, the Commonwealth Railways had been searching 

desperately amongst all the railway systems for appropriate locomotives and rolling stock which 

could be put immediately into operation or quickly adapted to the Territory’s primitive rail system. 

Although desperately in need itself, Western Australia sold 24 G-class locomotives to the 

Commonwealth in the hour of need. The State had itself undergone a major Japanese air attack on 

the tiny pearling port of Broome which was a transit stop on the escape route for refugees fleeing 

the Japanese advance in the Netherlands East Indies. On Tuesday morning, 3 March 1942, ten 

Japanese aircraft attacked both the airfield and the flying boats refuelling at anchor on nearby 

Roebuck Bay. In an attack lasting an hour the Japanese fighters destroyed 16 flying boats on the Bay 

and six aircraft on the ground some of them laden with women and children ready to take off, and 

shot down a DC-3 laden with refugees and a Liberator full of wounded US servicemen.  

Meanwhile, with their sacrifice of precious locomotives, the engines had to be shifted from 

Fremantle via Sydney where they were broken down into smaller components for shallower draft 

vessels for Darwin. However, in the course of transhipment at Sydney, three were dropped into the 

harbour by the wharf labourers! Fortunately, they were recovered without sustaining too much 

damage. But then when the locomotives were offloaded at Darwin, six of them were found to be 

damaged again due to rough handling in loading operations at Sydney – there were strong 

suspicions of sabotage. The wharf labourers seemed to lack awareness that there was a serious war 

on and that these locomotives were desperately needed in the North under attack.  

Even so, before the locomotives could operate, replacement parts had to be obtained from the 

Western Australian Government Railways for the extensive mechanical repairs, leaving the Armed 

Forces desperately short of transport capacity in the Territory. To address the shortage the 

Commonwealth Railways secured 19 Yx-class locomotives from South Australia plus 44 goods 

wagons and 5 brake vans from WA, 40 bogie open goods wagons from the Queensland Railways and 

373 narrow gauge 40ft bogie underframes for constructing everything from tanker cars to 

refrigerator vans. 



To fit the track for the heavy traffic being carried and the increased traffic which was anticipated, re-

ballasting was commenced on the Northern Australian Line at the end of 1941 only months before 

the mass bombing, and continued up to December 1945. Due to shortages of labour, progress was 

slow until men from the Civil Aliens Corps were made available.   

The increased traffic on the Northern Australian Railway required a greatly increased staff. 

Additional men were difficult to find, particularly as in many grades, i.e. enginemen, guards, station 

staff, etc., trained railwaymen were essential; but every man available was engaged, and gradually 

the staff built up.  

With the co-operation of the Commissioners of the State Railways, themselves hard pressed for 

staff, volunteers to serve on the North Australia Railway were called for. The response was good, 

and over 280 volunteers from other rail systems were serving on the Railway by the end of 1944.  

In addition, the Department of the Army contributed 168 men from their Army duties (most of them 

with railway experience) to serve on the Railway, and from January 1944, began to discharge men 

from the Army to take up railway duty. Up till the end of May 1944, 180 service personnel were 

released in this way.  

Illustrating the massive response required by the staff on the Northern Australian Railway, the 

consumption of coal in locomotives rose from 849 tons during 1939, to 21,000 tons in 1944! 

Of course, having to produce so much steam, placed enormous pressure on the limited water 

supplies. As a result, de-mineralisation towers were built along the track so that bore water could be 

used. 

Rail Ramifications of the War Effort 

WW2 in generating greatly increased rail traffic through the shipment of men, munitions and 

supplies around the country, had exposed the inefficiency of Australia’s rail network built on several 

systems and multiple gauges. It was plain that break-of-gauge points across the country 

compromised the ability of the railways to support the War effort.  



 

A Beaufort in 1944 - product of several railway workshops. Source: Wikipedia. 

In 1944, Harold Clapp, former Victorian Railways Chief Commissioner, now appointed as Director-

General of Land Transport, was asked by the Curtin Labor Government to prepare a report on the 

standardisation of rail gauges in Australia. He submitted a national rail plan for the complete 

conversion of the Victorian and South Australian broad-gauge networks to standard gauge, the 

conversion of the Silverton Tramway and south-east South Australian narrow gauge lines to standard 

gauge, and the linking of Perth to Kalgoorlie by a new standard gauge link. He further recommended 

the linking of Darwin to the national network via a new standard gauge link to be built from 

Queensland, not South Australia, and a new inland standard gauge link through New South Wales 

and Queensland. 

Sadly, but nor surprisingly going on past performances, parochial state interests thwarted the plan 

from being adopted. NSW refused to ratify the agreement, despite acknowledging that almost all its 

track was standard gauge, as only a relatively small proportion of the project cost would be spent in 

that State. South Australia objected to the Darwin link being built from Queensland rather than 

extending the existing Northern Australian Railway link from Adelaide to Alice Springs. 

Clapp's report was used in 1956 as a basis for further recommendations by the Government 

Members Rail Standardisation Committee chaired by William ‘Billy’ Wentworth, which concluded 

that "….while there may be considerable doubts as to the justification for undertaking large-scale 

standardisation of Australian railways under present circumstances, there can be no doubt that the 

standardisation of main trunk lines is not only justified, but long overdue." By 1962, Melbourne was 

linked to Sydney by a standard gauge link, and by 1970 the standardisation of the transcontinental 

link from Sydney to Perth was completed. 

Another key element of Clapp's proposal was delivered, at least in part, with the standardisation of 

the broad-gauge Crystal Brook line connecting Adelaide to the transcontinental Sydney–Perth 

railway in 1982, followed by the standardisation of South Australia's non-metropolitan broad gauge 



network and most of the broad-gauge network in Western Victoria in 1995, including the main 

Melbourne-Adelaide railway. 

In 2004, the Adelaide to Darwin Centenary of Federation standard gauge link was completed and 

planning and survey work has commenced on an inland railway through NSW into Queensland. 

However, it was WW2 and the break of gauge bottlenecks which were the genesis of many of these 

projects. 

WW2 and the Railways - so now I know and thank you to all those men and women who served 

during our time of trial. 

 

 

NSWGR Workshop sign exhorting workers to avoid absenteeism in 1945. Source: State Records. 

 

Many thanks again to Adrian Whichello for his insights and editing and to Ross Howarth for his 

contributions of information on tanks and aircraft parts. 

 


